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Abstract
The ability
to transport
both ionic and electronic
species is one of the most important properties of a mixed
ionic-electronic
conductor for electrosynthesis,
gas separation, and electrode applications. In this paper, resistor network
approach is used to predict the effective conductivities of a composite mixed conductor consisting of any number of
randomly-distributed
phases. The model is further used to predict the effective ionic, electronic, and ambipolar transport
behavior of two-phase and three-phase composite mixed conductors as a function of the volume fraction of each
randomly-distributed
constituent phase. Results indicate that the optimum ambipolar conductivity occurs only within certain
volume fractions of the constituent phases, depending on their relative ionic and electronic conductivities.
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1. Introduction
In recent
(MIECs)

years,
based

mixed
on

ionic-electronic

composites

have

conductors
found

wide

such as
batteries, fuel cells, and chemical sensors, and in
electrochemical
processes such as electrosynthesis
and gas separation [l-4]. The greatest advantage of
a composite
MIEC over a homogeneous,
single
phase MIEC is that the transport properties of a
composite can be readily tailored for a particular
application.
For membrane applications,
a desired
composite MIEC consists of two continuously
distributed phases, one being predominantly
ionically
conductive and the other being predominantly
electronically conductive. Accordingly,
it is possible to
applications
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Transport;

Effective

conductivity:

Resistor network

integrate a highly electronically
conductive
phase
(such as silver) with a highly ionically conductive
phase (such as yttria-stabilized bismuth oxide (YSB))
to achieve high ambipolar conductivities [5,6]. Dense
membranes of these composites have been used for
gas separation and electrosynthesis. The performance
of these composite membranes depends critically on
the ambipolar transport properties of the composites.
For electrode
applications,
however,
composites
consisting of more than two phases are preferred to
achieve high catalytic properties. One of the wellknown examples is porous metal-ceramic
composites used as electrodes in solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFCs). The pores introduced can be considered as
a third phase in the composites. The state-of-the-art
anode for a SOFC based on yttria-stabilized
zirconia
(YSZ) is a porous composite consisting of Ni and
YSZ. In this composite electrode, Ni is electronically
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conductive, YSZ is ionically conductive [7-91, while
pores are introduced to the composite to facilitate gas
transport through the electrode and to accelerate
electrode kinetics by increasing the number of active
reaction
sites, i.e., the triple-phase
points
or
boundaries among Ni, YSZ, and gas phase. Another
example is the composite electrodes used for allsolid-state lithium-ion rechargeable batteries. For a
composite electrode based on Li.,Mn,O,,
for instance, a polyethylene oxide (PEO)-based electrolyte
such as p(EO),LiClO,
is typically
used as the
ionically conductive matrix phase, carbon black is
used as the electronically
conductive phase, while
intercalation compound Li.,Mn,O,
is dispersed uniformly throughout the composite [lo].
The ambipolar conductivity is an important parameter which characterizes the simultaneous
transport
abilities of both ionic and electronic species in an
MIEC and is given by [ 111
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(1)

where Us is the effective electronic conductivity,
ui
is the effective ionic conductivity,
and ul is the
partial conductivity of ionic species under suppressed
transport of electronic species (i.e., under the condition that the electronic current density, j,, approaches zero),

(2)
where j is the current density and AVlSx is the
potential gradient in the direction of current flow.
When the external circuit is open, or the mixed
conductor is under ambipolar diffusion condition, the
current densities due to the motion of both ionic and
electronic species are primarily determined by the
ambipolar
conductivity
of the mixed conductor.
Accordingly, one of the most fundamental questions
about these composites is how their transport properties, particularly
the ambipolar conductivity,
are
influenced by the volume fraction and geometrical
distribution of each constituent phase.
Two basic approaches
have been adopted to
predict the conductivities of various composites. The
traditional approach, such as the parallel model, the

serial model, and the Maxwell model [ 12-141 has
been successfully used to predict the conductivities
of ‘simple’ composites. By simple we mean that
either the phases in the composite are arranged
regularly or the amounts of secondary phases are
small so that only one phase is continuous. These
traditional models, however, are incapable of predicting the observed sharp transitions in electrical properties of ‘complex’ composites.
By complex we
mean that the distribution of each constituent phase
in the composite is irregular and the amounts of
additional phases are significant.
The second approach called percolation theory, which was originally developed to describe the phenomena of a fluid
passing through a porous solid medium, was then
adopted for prediction
of electrical properties of
two-phase
composites
with irregularly-distributed
phases. The effective medium percolation
theory
(EMPT) is one of the most frequently used models
when the effective conductivity
of a composite is
under consideration [15-211. The percolation models
developed for prediction of conductivities are applied
only to two-phase composites.
For a multi-phase
composite, a generalized formula needs to be developed.
In this paper, the EMPT is first generalized to
material systems composed of any number of randomly-distributed
phases using a resistor network
approach and a general equation for the effective
conductivity of a multi-phase composite is obtained.
The ambipolar
transport properties of composite
MIECs are then predicted as a function of volume
fractions
of their constituent
phases using the
generalized model. The predicted results for twophase MIECs agree well with the experimental
observations.
The effect of distribution
of each
constituent
phase on the electrical behavior of a
multi-phase composite is still under investigation.

2. Effective conductivity
multi-phase composites
2.1. Physical

of randomly-distributed

model of the systems

The electrical properties of a composite depend
not only on the volume fraction of each constituent
phase but also on the particular distribution of each
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phase. To illustrate the significance of distribution,
let’s consider a metal-ceramic
composite consisting
of silver and YSB.
On one hand, consider a composite consisting of
grains of silver and YSB, each grain being distributed arbitrarily. Previous experimental results indicate
that a sharp transition in conductivity of the sample
occurs when the volume fraction of silver approaches
34 ~01% [22], as shown in Fig. l(a). This means that
the silver phase becomes continuous and the ambipolar conductivity of the composite reaches the maximum when the volume fraction of Ag is about 34%.
The microstructure
of a composite consists of 35
~01% silver and 65 ~01% YSB is shown in Fig. l(b)
[23]. The composite was prepared by conventional
ceramic processing. On the other hand, consider a
YSB membrane containing a string of silver grains,
each silver grain being in contact with the neighboring silver grains, as schematically shown in Fig.
2. In this case, there will be no sharp transition in
conductivity of this sample since there is a continuous silver phase across the ceramic membrane. This
means that, in principle, the ambipolar conductivity
of this composite
reaches the maximum
as Ag
content approaches zero.
Although the YSB membrane containing a silver
string (or an array of silver string) may have high
ambipolar conductivity,
the usefulness of this arrangement
is doubtful since an electrochemically
functional mixed conductor should have good catalytic activities at the surface as well. For instance,
when used for oxygen separation or as electrodes in
SOFCs, the composite
with randomly-distributed
phases [Fig. l(b)] is preferred to the composite
containing a silver string (Fig. 2) simply because the
former has much more active reaction sites (triplephase points and boundaries) than the latter. In fact,
the latter may even not be functional either used as a
membrane for oxygen separation or as an electrode
for an SOFC because of the lack of sufficient active
reaction sites. Further, it is very difficult to control
the specific distribution
of phases in a composite
since a lot of factors or processes can influence the
distribution, such as wetting, surface tension, densification and coarsening
during sintering, and other
naturally-occurring
processes during material processing. When none of these factors is dominant,
random distribution
can be a good approximation,
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Fig. 1. (a) Measured and calculated total conductivities
of AgYSB composites as a function of silver volume fraction and (b) an
SEM micrograph for a 35 ~01% Ag-65 ~01% YSB composite
prepared by conventional ceramic processing.

even though none of those factors is a completely
random process.
In general, the exact distributions of the phases in
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YSB

Ag string

I

I

Fig. 2. A schematic
showing a YSB electrolyte
containing a string of silver grains (or a silver wire).

membrane

a composite can be well characterized by distribution
functions [24]. The effect of distribution on electrical
properties of a composite will, however, not be
discussed further in this paper. Instead, we will focus
merely on composites in which the distribution of
each phase is sufficiently random since random
distribution is frequently observed in many composites which have practical significance.
A composite with randomly-distributed phases, or
the physical model under consideration, is defined as
follows. First, each constituent phase is composed of
small particles (such as grains of different sizes and
shapes). Second, the average size of the particles is
much smaller than the dimension of the samples so
that the number of particles counted in any direction
in the composite is reasonably large. Third, the size
of the particles is much greater than the mean free
path of charge carriers so that the nature of conduction in each particle and in each phase is similar to
that in the corresponding bulk phase with large
dimension. Finally, the distribution of each phase in
the composite is sufficiently random. By random
distribution we mean that any specific particle has an
equal probability of appearing in any position in the
whole sample (in contrast, uniform distribution
means that the same form or pattern of particle
distribution is occurring throughout the sample). By
sufficiently random we mean that the number fraction of particles in each phase counted in any
direction can be adequately approximated by the
volume fraction of the phase in the composite.
It is important to note that the particle size or
shape can vary considerably. The particle size can
have certain distribution as long as the largest
particle size is reasonably smaller than the dimension

of the sample, the smallest particle size is reasonably
greater than the mean free path of charge carriers,
and the particle sizes of all phases are comparable.
Depicted in Fig. 3 is an ideal microstructure
generated by a computer for a two-phase composite
[25], in which one phase is randomly distributed in
the other phase. The distribution is completely
random. In contrast, the microstructure of an AgYSB composite, prepared using conventional
ceramic processing, is shown in Fig. l(b). The
distribution of silver in the Ag-YSB composite may
not be completely random, but is sufficiently random, since the observed percolation transition in the
conductivity of the composite can be predicted using
the model for composites with randomly-distributed
phases.
2.2. Resistor network approach
In this section, we will use an equivalent resistor
network to approximate the steady-state electrical
conduction of the complex composites described in
the previous section. In fact, equivalent resistor
networks have long been used in modeling simple
composites [26-281. The resistor network approach
to be used for modeling a complex composite is, in
essence, a generalization of the well-known parallel

Fig. 3. Computer generated microstructure of a two-phase composite (volume fraction of the dark phase=0.35).
The dark phase is
randomly distributed in the white phase.
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and serial model for design of simple composite
materials. The use of a resistor network to approximate a complex two-phase system in which one
phase has zero conductivity
was first proposed by
Kirkpartrick [ 14,191. Later, the approach was extended by other authors (such as Stephen [16]) to
describe a complex system consisting of two nonzero-conductivity
phases. In this paper we will
further extend the resistor network approach to a
multi-phase composite, a complex system consisting
of any number of randomly-distributed
phases. In
addition, the physical picture of the resistor network
will be made apparent through the construction of
the resistor network. The value of coordination
number (Z) in the resistor network and its physical
meaning will also be clearly defined.
2.2.1. Construction of resistor network
An equivalent
resistor network representing
a
composite can be obtained by dividing the composite
into small cells, each having exactly the same shape
and size. The dimension of each conducting cell is
relatively small compared to the dimension of the
particles so that the distribution
of the constituent
phases in the composite can be well approximated by
the distribution
of these cells. Note that the only
possible shape of the cells will be parallelepiped in
order to cover the whole space by repeating these
cells. This is similar to the repeating of a unit cell in
a crystal. Since each parallelepiped has 6 faces, each
cell has a coordination number of 6, i.e., each cell is
in direct contact with 6 neighboring
cells. For
simplicity yet without losing generality, let’s assume
the cells are cubic [Fig. 4(a)]. An arbitrary current
flow in a cell can always be decomposed into three
independent
components
along the three principle
axes, such as X,, X,, and X, in Fig. 4. In each of the
three principal directions, the electrical conduction
within each cell can be approximated by a resistor
[ 191. Therefore, the conducting behavior of each cell
can be equivalent to three resistors lying in the X,,
X,, and X, axes and intersecting at the midpoint of
each resistor (or six half-resistors), as shown in Fig.
4(b). If the cell under discussion
is away from
phase-boundaries,
the three resistors will have the
same resistance since the cell is cubic. This configuration is the same as the one shown in Fig. 4(c) in
which six half-resistors are connected to one node.

(b)

+Y

_

w

Fig. 4. Schematics showing the construction of a three-dimensional resistor network: (a) parallelepiped cells, (b) equivalent resistors
in their principal directions, (c) rearrangement of the resistors, and
(d) the equivalent resistor network.

Now combine every half-resistor with another halfresistor from its neighboring
cell, the combined
resistor will have the same resistance as a whole
resistor [Fig., 4(d)]. It is clear that the number of
resistors connected to each node is 6, or the coordination number Z of the resistor network is 6. In case
a cell is across a phase-boundary
or right next to a
boundary, the resistors connected to the node at the
body-center
of the cell may have different resistances. However, each resistor should be primarily
within one phase when the dimension of the cell is
significantly smaller than the dimension of particles
defined earlier. A cross-sectional
view of the sogenerated equivalent resistor network for a threedimensional composite is shown in Fig. 5(a). Similarly, the equivalent resistor network will have a
coordination number of 4 (Z= 4) for a two-dimensional composite (such as a thin film) and a coordination number of 2 (Z= 2) for a one dimensional
composite (such as a composite wire).
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The network so-constructed will be named as the
‘composite network’ in the following discussions.
Now, imagine that the whole composite can be
approximated by a homogenous medium with effective conductivity
of the composite
[29,30]. This
homogeneous medium can also be approximated by
a resistor network, in which all resistors are arranged
geometrically
the same way as in the composite
network and all resistors have exactly the same
conductance, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). This resistor
network is referred to as the ‘effective network’.
2.2.2. Derivation of general formula for effective
conductivity
Although our major concern is a three-dimensional
composite, the following discussions are not limited
to a three-dimensional
composite
situation.
The
conductance of a resistor in the composite network,
g,, can be related to its conductivity,
Us, by a
geometrical constant, c,
g, = cCr!/

(3)

Similarly, the conductance, g,, and the conductivity,
Us, of a resistor in the effective network are related
as,
g, = cgm.

When a voltage is applied to the effective network
along a particular direction, the potential drop from
one node to its nearest neighbor is a constant, V,,
such as the voltage between nodes A and B in Fig.
6(a). The effective network is equivalent
to the
circuit shown in Fig. 6(b) [14], in which the whole
network except the resistor between A and B is
considered as an equivalent circuit element H having
conductance g an. If the resistor between A and B is
replaced by an arbitrary resistor with conductance g,
from the composite network, both the current passing
through g, and the voltage drop upon it will be
changed. However, we can introduce a fictitious
resistor with conductance
g, to be connected at
points A and B, as shown in Fig. 6(c). When g, takes
on value of

h!m

g, = &, -

(b)
Fig. 5. Cross-sectional
views of equivalent resistor
(a) a composite and (b) the corresponding
effective

(4)

networks
medium.

for

gk,

(5)

the total conductance of g, and g, remains g,, and
the effective network remains unchanged. In other
words, the voltage dropped on the circuit element H

Z. Wu. M. Liu

sponding resistor in the composite network, together
with a fictitious current or voltage. It is important to
note that the network remains unchanged after each
operation. When all these operations are done, the
effective network is transformed to the composite
network, in which each resistor is associated with a
fictitious current (Eq. (6)) or a fictitious voltage
change (Eq. (7)). When the number of resistors in an
arbitrarily chosen direction, N, is sufficiently large
and the distributions
of all phases are sufficiently
random as assumed earlier, the sum of all the voltage
changes over each resistor in the arbitrarily chosen
direction, defined by Eq. (7) should vanish [291, i.e..

H
r......_....__.

S

gm

m

g

fk
gm

(b)

(a)

=0

&Np,
gAB’

gAB’

Cc)

(4

Fig. 6. Equivalent
circuits used in calculating
the effective
conductivity of a composite (note that (a), (b), (c), and (d) are all
equivalent).

and the current flowing through it will remain
unchanged if the resistor g, between A and B is
replaced by g, while a fictitious current of
4 = Ug,,

-g,)

(6)

is introduced into the network at A and extracted out
of the network at B, as shown in Fig. 6(d).
Now, let’s re-examine the circuit shown in Fig.
6(d). Clearly, the introduced fictitious current i, will
cause a change in voltage drop upon resistor g,,
which is given by
rh
gk

+

(7)

dl3

where gk, is the conductance
of the effective
network as measured at nodes A and B when the
resistor between them is removed. Note that g, in Eq.
(7) is the conductance of the corresponding
resistor
in the composite network.
This operation can be applied to every resistor in
the effective network; each resistor in the effective
network is replaced with the geometrically
corre-

(8)

where pk is the volume fraction of component k with
conductance
g, in the composite and Np, is the
number of resistors with conductance
g, in the
direction. Clearly, all volume fractions of constituent
phases should sum up to unity, i.e., Ckpk = 1. Thus.
Eq. (8) gives a criterion to determine the effective
conductance of the network, g,. Combining Eq. (6),
Eqs. (7) and (8). we have
W,(g,
?

-

gkbk

gk+d,

‘+n,

-gk)pk
gk +dB

0

(9)

=

which is identical

k

v,=
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=.

to

(10)

since N and v, are constant. Also, it is clear that N,
and hence the number of cells artificially created
earlier, has no effects on the final results. Eq. (9) and
Eq. (10) will prevail for any composites in which the
distributions
of constituent
phases are sufficiently
random.
The following resistor network analysis [14] indicates that the conductance of the effective network
shown in Fig. 6(a) as measured at nodes A and B
(g,,)
is equal to (Z/2) times the conductance
of
resistor g, between A and B, i.e.,
Z
gA0

=

28,

(11)

where Z is the coordination number. As seen from
Fig. 7, Z resistors are connected to each node in the
resistor network. Accordingly,
a current introduced
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Combining Eq. (13) with Eq. (lo), we have

c g,,,
l)g, +gkPk=”
gk

k

(14)

(z/2-

I-D (Z=Z)

Substituting g, = ca;, and g, = ca, into Eq. (14), we
obtain

cp,
=lk

2-D (Z=4)

3-D (2-6)

Fig. 7. (a) A fictitious current i, is injected at node A and collected
at a very large distance away from A and (b) a fictitious current i,
is introduced at a large distance away from node B and collected
at B.

at or extracted from a node will flow to or from these
Z resistors. The current flowing from node A to B
through resistor g, can be considered as the sum of
the following two contributions: (i) a current introduced at A and extracted at a very large distance
away from A in all directions, as shown in Fig. 7(a),
and (ii) the same current introduced at infinity and
extracted at B, as shown in Fig. 7(b). In each case,
the current flowing through each of the Z resistors
connected to the node is i,/Z, where i, is the current
introduced at A and extracted from B. Thus current
passing through the resistor g, between A and B is
2&/Z, and the voltage drop across the resistor is
2i,/(Zg,). The conductance of the equivalent circuit
as measured at A and B is then given by
Z

10
GAB

=

2i,/(zg,)

=

(12)

ygm.

Therefore, gkB can be obtained as
g,,

,

=

gAB

-g,

=&z-

l)&.

(13)

(15b)

Eqs. (15a) and (15b) is the general implicit expression for the steady-state effective conductivity of a
composite consisting of any number of randomlydistributed constituent phases. Clearly, the effective
conductivity depends merely on the coordination
number (Z), the conductivity of each constituent
phase (a,), and, the volume fraction of each phase
(pk) for this model.
It is important to emphasize, again, that the shape,
the size, and the specific distribution of each component phase in the composite are not taken into
consideration in this resistor network modeling.
These factors may have significant effects on the
effective conductivity of a composite and the percolation threshold. However, the derived equations are
applicable as long as the distribution of each phase is
sufficiently random and the dimension of the particles or phases is reasonable, that is, not too large to
invalidate the randomness of distribution in any
direction and not too small to less than the order of
the mean free path of charge carriers. For most
metal-ceramic composites prepared by conventional
ceramic processing, the stated assumptions are
reasonable and the derived equations are useful. The
utility of Eqs. (15a) and (15b) will be demonstrated
using a number of well-known composite MIECs in
next section.

3. Ambipolar

transport

properties

of MIECs

In order to predict the ambipolar transport properties of a composite, the effective electronic and
ionic conductivities of a composite are considered
separately. Thus, when the electronic resistivity of
each constituent phase is used, we have a resistor
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network to approximate the steady-state electronic
conduction
in the composite;
similarly, when the
ionic resistivity of each constituent phase is used, we
have a resistor network to approximate the steadystate ionic conduction in the composite. When the
motion of the ionic species is independent
of the
existence and transport of the electronic species and
vice versa, the second term in the expression of the
ambipolar conductivity
(Eq. (1)) can be neglected,
i.e.,
ue cri
(Tamh ZP
flc + q
If the interactions between the ionic and electronic
species can not be neglected, Eq. (1) has to be used
to predict the ambipolar conductivity. Strictly speaking, Eq. (16) was derived for homogeneous MIECs
[ 111. Under the assumption of this paper (as stated in
Section 2. l), however, this equation is adequate for
the purpose of this study since the composites under
consideration
are homogeneous
on the macroscopic
scale.
3. I. Two-phase

Note that Eq. (18) is the same equation as obtained
from the EMPT [21]. Thus, the derived general
equation for a multi-phase composite, Eqs. (15a) and
(15b), reduces to the equation for a two-phase
composite as derived by the pioneers in the percolation theory [14,16,17,19,21].
Metal-ceramic
composites are good examples of
two-phase composites. A lot of metal-ceramic
composites have been developed as mixed conductors for
solid state ionic devices. Although the percolation
theory has been verified for many two-phase composite systems [ 18,221, there is no information
on
ambipolar conducting behavior of composite MIECs,
which involves the simultaneous
transport of both
ionic and electronic species. Modeling of the total
and ambipolar conductivities of a two-phase composite MIEC will provide valuable guidance to the
design and fabrication of composite mixed conductors. Let aI and uz be the electronic conductivities
of phases 1 and 2, respectively, and u’, and ai be
the ionic conductivities
of phases 1 and 2, respectively. The effective electronic conductivity
of the
composite is given by

composites
E; +q(E;)’

3. I. 1. Formulation
For a composite consisting of two randomly-distributed phases, Eqs. (lSa), (15b) become

C

=

urn-

U”, - VI

(

;z-1

>

um+u,

PI+
(

1
yz-1

(19)

where
+p2u;)

- (u; + u;),

E; = 8u;u;.
a2
P2’

>

+ E;

4

E; = 3(p,u-;

=
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flm+u2

Similarly,
composite

the effective
is given by

ionic

conductivity

of the

(17a)
E’, +qm
p, +pz = 1.

(17b)

Solving for Us from Eqs. (17a) and (17b)
three-dimensional
composite, we find

for a

a:, =

(20)

4

where
E; = 3(p,u;

+~?a;)

- (a; + u ;),

E; = 8u’, u;.
where
E, = 3(p, a, + ~2~2) - (a, + uJ,
E2 = 8u,u2.

If the interaction between the ionic and the electronic
charge carriers is negligible, the ambipolar conductivity of the composite conductor can be approximated as
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(21)
This assumption is reasonable for a metal-ceramic
composite such as Ag-YSB and Ni-YSZ, in which
the electronic species are primarily confined in the
metal phase and the ionic species are primarily
confined in the ceramic phase. Further, the total
conductivity of the composite is simply the .sum of
the ionic and the electronic conductivity, i.e.,

3.1.2. Calculation and implication
Composites
of Ag and Bi,.,Y,,,O,
have been
developed for gas separation and electrocatalysis
while composites of Ni and YSZ have been extensively used as anode materials for YSZ based solid
oxide fuel cells. LSCF itself is a good cathode
material for SOFCs; however, Ag-LSCF composites
exhibit better mechanical flexibility and higher catalytic properties [31]. Using Eqs. (19)-(21),
we can
predict the effective electronic,
ionic, total, and
ambipolar
conductivities
of the composite
as a
function of the volume fraction of the metal phase
(phase 2) in the composite. The approximate conductivities of each phase used in the calculation
are
listed in Table 1 [32-341. The curves of gi, &,,,
qtotal’ and paamb as a function of volume fraction of
the metal phase are shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10
and Fig. 11, respectively. One immediate observation
is that the three composite systems fall into two
categories; Ag-YSB and Ni-YSZ composites have
very similar behavior whereas the properties of AgLSCF composites are quite different. This is because
the electronic conductivity of LSCF is much greater
than that of YSB or YSZ. The implication of these
calculations can be described as follows.
First, sharp transitions in effective conductivities
are observed in the Ag-YSB and Ni-YSZ composites. The percolation threshold occurs at p2 = l/3 for

Table 1
Conductivities

of materials

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0
v01ums Raction of MetalPhase

Fig. 8. Effective electronic conductivities of dense metal-ceramic
composites, as calculated using Eq. (19).

-o

10

1. YSZ-Ni
- 2. YaB-Ag

a.lscF-A9
I
I
I
I
I
h
I
I
10-O
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0
Volume Fractionof MetalPhase

Fig. 9. Effective ionic conductivities
of dense
composites, as calculated using Eq. (20).

metal-ceramic

the effective electronic, total, and ambipolar conductivities and at p2 =2/3 for the effective ionic and
ambipolar conductivities.
This means that the metal

at 750°C

Material

Ag

Ni

YSB

YSZ

LSCF [34]

Us (s1-’ cm-‘)
0; (n-’ cm-‘)
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posites, as calculated using Eq. (21).

com-

phase becomes continuous when its volume fraction
is greater than l/3 and the ceramic phase becomes
discontinuous
when the volume fraction of metal
phase is greater than 2/3. The predicted sharp
transition in total conductivity of Ag-YSB composite actually has been verified by experiment [22], as
shown in Fig. l(a). Similar phenomena have been
observed by many other authors, such as, Chen et al.
[6], Gaucker [35]. and Mazanec et al. [36]. Mathe-

as derived in Appendix A. Thus, when c~, < a,.
p’; =2/Z= l/3 for a three-dimensional
system.
-Second, the two sharp percolation transitions of
the ionic and electronic conductivities
lead to a
composition range from l/3 to 2/3, in which the
ambipolar conductivity is much higher than those in
other regions (Fig. 1 1). This suggests that in order to
achieve high ambipolar conductivity,
the volume
fraction of each phase must be within l/3-2/3.
A
composition
with volume fraction of metal phase
slightly greater than l/3 should have the highest
ambipolar conductivity,
because the electronic conductivity of the metal phase is in orders of magnitude
greater than the ionic conductivity
of the ceramic
phase.
Third, for LSCF-Ag
composites,
the effective
electronic and total conductivities increase gradually
with silver content while the ionic and ambipolar
conductivities decrease continuously with the volume
fraction of Ag. The percolation transitions in the
total and electronic conductivities
are gradual and
occur at p, = 1 I3 while the transitions in ionic and
ambipolar conductivities are sharp and occur at p? =
2/3. This suggests that large differences in conductivities is necessary in order to have a sharp percolation transition. Also, it is clear that the addition of
Ag to LSCF will not improve the ambipolar conductivity
because the electronic
conductivity
of
LSCF is much greater than the ionic conductivity of
LSCF.
Finally,
further calculations
on other material
systems indicate that when there are large differences
between the ionic conductivities of the two phases or
between the electronic conductivities
of the two
phase, sharp transition in conductivities are expected
at l/3 volume fraction of the more conductive
phases. Further, when the effective electronic conductivity is much larger than the effective ionic
conductivity,
the optimum volume fraction of the
more conductive phase (pf) at which the ambipolar
conductivity is maximized, always tends to be slightly greater than l/3 (Fig. 12). These predicted trends.
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Once we know the conductivities
of the component
phases and their volume fractions, the effective
conductivity of the composite can be calculated from
the above equation.
This will be illustrated
by
applying the equation to two technologically
important composite mixed conductors: porous metalceramic electrodes for SOFCs and dense three-phase
composite
electrodes
based on Li,Mn,O,
for
lithium-ion batteries.
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which are particularly true for many metal-ceramic
composites used as MIECs, have provided valuable
guidance in design of composite membranes
for
oxygen separation [5,23].
3.2. Three-phase composites
For a three-dimensional
(Z=6) composite MIEC
consisting of three randomly-distributed
phases, Eqs.
( 15a) and (15b) become

(244
(24b)

P1 +Pz +P3 = 1.
Q.

4o;

(24a) can be expanded

as

+ [2p, a* + 2P, fl3 + 2P,U,
+ 2p,a, + 2p,q

- +,a,

+

2P,U3

- ~P,u,

- 4~3~31d,

-[~~,u,u~+~P,~,~~++P,~~,O;+~P~~~
+ 2p35@3
-p2u,u3

+ 2,$U3
-p3a,$]‘=,,,

-pl”2a3
- u,“2u3

=”

(25)

3.2.1. Porous metal-ceramic mixed conductors
Dense membranes of Ag-YSB composite MIEC
have been used for oxygen separation. For electrode
applications,
however, a certain amount of pore
volume is preferred in order to facilitate gas transport
through the electrode and to maximize the number of
active reaction sites. For a porous Ag-YSB cathode
used in SOFCs [37], the reduction of oxygen occurs
at the reaction sites (i.e., the triple phase points or
boundaries among Ag, YSB, and gaseous 0,) according to
+O, + 2e’ -+ 02-.
The kinetics of this reaction is influenced by several
factors, including (1) the number of reaction sites
and the intrinsic catalytic activity of the reaction sites
for interfacial reactions such as adsorption of O,,
dissociation of 0, into atoms, and charge transfer;
(2) the transport of 02- away from reaction sites
through the solid phase; (3) the transport of electrons
(e’) to the reaction site through the solid phase; and
(4) the transport of gaseous 0, to the reaction site
through the pores. The transport of e’ and O*- in the
solid phase is determined by the ambipolar conductivity of the electrode.
On one hand, it is desired to increase the porosity
in order to increase the number of reaction sites and
to facilitate the gas transport through the pores. On
the other hand, the composite electrode must have
adequate ambipolar conductivity to deliver the e’ to
and 02- away from the reaction sites. The objective
of the following analysis is to predict the effect of
porosity and volume fraction of silver on the ambipolar transport properties of the solid phase of the
electrode, not to optimize the overall performance of
the electrode.
The introduction of a third phase, pores, will alter
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the total effective conductivity
and the ambipolar
conductivity
of the porous composites. The actual
role of pores in a porous electrode can be rather
complicated. If there is rapid transport of ionic and
electronic species along the pore surfaces due to
surface diffusion, then an additional phase should be
assigned to represent the surface or interfacial layer
in the composite.
Measured electronic and ionic
conductivities
of the surface layer can be used to
model the behavior of the composite. For simplicity,
the conductivities
of the pores are assumed to be
zero. Under this assumption, the conductivity
of a
porous solid with porosity less than 15% can be
roughly estimated using Bruggeman equation [28],
a;, = Cr(J1 - #’

(26)

where u, is the conductivity
of the pore-free solid
and p is the porosity. More generally, Baumgarter et
al. gave a similar equation [38],
Crm= Cr()(1 - p)’

(27)

where x ranges from 1.5 to 3. With Eq. (25),
however, we can precisely predict the conducting
behavior of a porous metal-ceramic
composite with
any porosity, if the distribution of all three phases is
sufficiently random.
Formulation
Substituting

cr3=0 into Eq. (25), we have

4C7; + [2p, gz + 2pzcr, + 2&V, + 2P,@z - 4p, u,
-4p,a,la,-~~P,~,~,+~P~~,u*-Pp,~,~*l=o.
_ _

In order to ensure that Up is positive, the volume
fraction of the solid phase must be greater than l/3
(p, fp,?
l/3) or the porosity must be less than 2/3
(p3 <2/3). When the porosity is greater than 213
( p3 ?2/3),
Eq. (29) is no longer valid and we have
to go back to the original Eq. (25) in order to obtain
an appropriate general solution, and then let us
approach zero. Since it is unusual for a practical
composite electrode to have porosity greater than
213, p3 <2/3 is assumed so that Eq. (30) is appropriate in the following discussion.
In order to simplify our discussion, let
x, =p,l(l

-PI

(31)

-p)

(32)

and
x2 =p*/(l

where p is the porosity of the composite, i.e., p =p3.
It can be seen that x, and x2 are the relative volume
fractions of phases 1 and 2 in a pore-free, two-phase
metal-ceramic
composite, respectively.
Obviously,
x, fx, = 1.
Then, p, and pz can be obtained from two
parameters, x2 and p,
p, =(I

-p)(l

(34)

The effective
metal-ceramic

electronic conductivity
of the porous
composite is then given by

F; +d@fj%j

+ ]3( P, u, + p&
+

(P, +P2)-yP3

F,

where

as

Fl’

q,)lu,

1

L

The reasonable
urn =

- (u, +

I

+vF: + F2

Fz = 4u,q,[3(~,

CT:,=

1 -p)

- (a; + u;),

- 11,

the effective

F; +j/(F;)2

+ x+r;]

ionic conductivity

is

+ F;

4

where

where
F, = 3(p,q

Similarly,

is
(30)

4

= 3( 1 - p)[( 1 - ~,)a;

F; = 4u;u;[3(

uIaz=o.

root of this equation

(35)

4

(28)

2u:

(33)

-x2).

pz = (1 -p&

u; =

Since p, +pz +p3 = 1, this can be rewritten

17

+pzq1)

- (a, + c1),

+ ~2) -

11.

F; =3(1-p)[(l-x&r’,
F;=4u;u;[3(1

+x&l-(u’,
-p)-

11,

+u;,,
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The ambipolar conductivity
and the total conductivity of the composite can be calculated using Eq.
(21) and Eq. (22), respectively.

Calculations and implications
The
conducting
behavior
of porous
AgBi,,,Y,.50,
composites are predicted as a function
of the porosity and the relative volume fraction of
each phase using Eq. (35), Eq. (36), Eq. (21), and
Eq. (22). A number of observations
can be made
from these calculations.
Fig. 13 indicates that the effective electronic
conductivities
decrease while the percolation threshold values increase with porosity. This means that
the volume fraction of metal phase (x2) needed to
form a continuous metal phase increases with porosity, varying from l/3 for a dense composite (zero
porosity) to about 2/3 for a composite with 50%
porosity. This is because the pores interrupt the
continuity of the metal phase.
As can be seen from Fig. 14, the effective ionic
conductivity and percolation threshold value of metal
content (x2) decrease with porosity. Obviously, the
pores interrupt the continuity of ceramic phase as
well. This means that the volume fraction of YSB
needed to form a continuous
ceramic phase also
increases with porosity. The threshold values of

0.0

1.0

0.7
0.6
0.9
0.1 0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
4, Relative Volume Fraction of Ag in ~-YRR

,Y,, ,O,

Fig. 14. Effective ionic conductivities of porous Ag-Bi,
composites, as calculated using Eq. (36).

percolation
transition for effective electronic and
ionic conductivities
are summarized in Fig. 17.
Further, as shown in Fig. 15, the total conductivity
of the composite also decreases with porosity since
both ionic and electronic conductivities
decrease
with porosity. The range of metal content (x2) within
which the composite has a relatively high total
conductivity
shrinks with porosity, varying from
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Fig. 13. Effective
electronic
conductivities
of porous
Bi, ,Y, ,O, composites, as calculated using Eq. (35).
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l/3- 1 for a dense composite
to 2/3- 1 for a
composite with 50% porosity.
Fig. 16 shows that a range of metal content still
exists in which the ambipolar conductivity is much
higher than that in other regions. However, the width
of this range decreases with porosity, varying from
l/3-2/3
for a dense composite to a single point (at
50%) for a composite with porosity of l/3. For
example, the optimum volume fraction of silver (x2),
at which the ambipolar conductivity
is maximized,
should be about 50% for an electrode with 30%
porosity. Thus, it is necessary to ensure the composition fall within the shaded region in Fig. 17 in
order to have relatively high ambipolar conductivity.
These predictions have been used as valuable guidance in design of porous metal-ceramic
composite
electrodes for SOFCs and other solid state ionic
devices [31,37.40].
Finally, in order to optimize the transport of both
ionic and electronic species in the composite, the
porosity should be within 30% since the ambipolar
conductivity
decreases dramatically
with porosity
when porosity is greater than 30%, as shown in Fig.
18. This is because it is impossible to keep both
ceramic and metal phases continuous
when the
porosity is greater than l/3. Although the ambipolar
conductivity increases with the decrease in porosity,
certain amount of porosity is desired in order to

Fig. 17. Effect
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enhance gas transport and the catalytic activity of a
composite electrode as discussed earlier. Optimization of porosity in a metal-ceramic
composite
electrode, which involves simultaneous consideration
of ambipolar transport in the solid phase, gas transport through the pores, and the number and nature of
the triple-phase points and boundaries, will be discussed in a subsequent communication
[41].
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3.2.2. Composite electrodes based on Li,Mn,O,
A composite electrode based on Li,Mn,O,
for
all-solid-state
lithium-ion
batteries usually contain
three phases: carbon black powder, Li,Mn,O,
powder, and a polymer-based
electrolyte. The polymer
electrolyte such as p(EO),LiClO,
typically functions
as the matrix phase of the composite. The powders
of carbon and Li,Mn,O,
can be considered to be
randomly-dispersed
in the polymer electrolyte. Typically, the electronic and the ionic conductivities
of
carbon and polymer electrolyte used are known and
fixed while the electronic and ionic conductivities of
Li,Mn,O,
vary quite significantly during charging or
discharging.
In general, the volume fraction of
Li,Mn,O,
should be maximized while the volume
fractions of carbon and polymer electrolyte should be
minimized
to achieve high energy density. Yet,
composite
electrode with insufficient
amount of
carbon black or polymer electrolyte will have inadequate ambipolar conductivity and hence poor rate
capability. Accordingly, the fundamental question to
be addressed in this modeling is how to optimize the
ambipolar conductivity of the composites by tailoring the volume fraction of each constituent phase.
To find the effective conductivity
of the composite, we have to solve Eqs. (24a) and (24b). Because
of the complexity of the equation, a straight-forward,
analytical expression for effective conductivity is not
available and Eqs. (24a) and (24b) have to be solved
numerically. Let’s consider carbon powder as phase
1, Li,Mn,O,
powder as phase 2, and p(EO),LiClO,
polymer electrolyte as phase 3. The conductivities of
these materials
are taken as follows:
U: = 10’
K’ cm-’
and V{ =lOp’O flR-’ cm-’
for carbon
(phase l), and a; = lo-”
R-’ cm-’ and I& = lo-”
R-’ cm-’ for PEO-based electrolyte (phase 3). The
conductivity of Li,Mn,O,
(phase 2) is reported to be
in the order of lop6 K’ cm-’ [39], depending on
the degree of insertion. In order to simplify the
calculation, the volume fraction of LirMn,O,
(phase
2) was set at 50%.
Figs. 19 and 20 show the dependence of the total
and ambipolar conductivities
of the composites on
the electronic conductivity
of Li,Mn,O,(cri)
while
its ionic conductivity is kept at a constant, gi = 10e6
W ’ cm- ’ . The implication of these calculations can
be described as follows.
First, when the volume fraction of carbon (p,) is
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Fig. 19. Total conductivities as a function of carbon content (p, )
at different electronic conductivities of Li,MnzO, (phase 2) while
the ionic conductivity
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Fig. 20. Ambipolar conductivities as a function of carbon content
(p, ) at different electronic conductivities of Li.Mnz04 while the
ionic conductivity of LirMn201 is kept at lo-” R-’ cm-’ (p, +
p,=.50%
and p,=50%).

greater than l/3, both ambipolar and total conductivities of the composite are independent
of the
electronic conductivity of Li,Mn,O,.
This is because
the continuous carbon phase provides adequate electronic conductivity
so that the electronic transport
through the Li,Mn,O,
phase has no significant
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effect. Accordingly,
the ambipolar conductivity
of
the composite is primarily controlled by the effective
ionic conductivity.
Second, when the carbon phase is not continuous
( p, < l/3), both total and ambipolar conductivities
depend strongly on the electronic conductivity
of
Li,Mn,O,
((T;). When the electronic conductivity of
Li.,Mn,O,
is relatively low ((T;< 10m3 R-’ cm-‘),
increasing the amount of carbon (phase 1) improves
the ambipolar conductivity. Accordingly, the volume
fraction at which the maximum ambipolar conductivity is obtained (p:) increases with the decrease of
aI. When the electronic conductivity of Li,Mn,O,
is
sufficiently high (c;> 10-j R-’ cm-‘), on the other
hand, adding carbon (phase 1) only lowers the
ambipolar conductivity
since the Li,Mn,O,
phase
provides adequate electronic conductivity
and the
ambipolar conductivity
is primarily determined by
the effective ionic conductivity.
However, the total
conductivity
always increases with addition of carbon (phase 1) because the electronic conductivity of
carbon is much greater than the conductivities of any
other phases in the composite.
Third, percolation transition occurs at p, = l/3 for
the total conductivity
and the sharpness of this
transition depends strongly on the electronic conductivity of the Li.,Mn,O, phase. For the ambipolar
conductivity,
however, a percolation transition can
be observed
at p, = 1I3 only when CT;< lo-’
R-’ cm-‘.
Figs. 21 and 22 show the dependence of the total
and ambipolar conductivities of the composite on the
ionic conductivities of Li,Mn,O,
while its electronic
conductivity
is kept at a constant,
CT;= 10m5
R-’ cm-‘.
As shown in Fig. 21, a sharp transition in total
conductivity
occurs at p, = l/3 and the percolation
threshold is independent of the ionic conductivity of
Li,Mn,O,.
When the carbon phase is discontinuous,
the total conductivity of the electrode increases with
the ionic conductivity of Li,Mn,O,
((T;).
Fig. 22 indicates that when p, is less than lo%,
the ambipolar conductivity is insensitive to the ionic
conductivity of Li,Mn,O,
(al). This is because the
polymer electrolyte (phase 3) is continuous and the
ionic conductivity
of the composite is mainly controlled by the polymer electrolyte. On the other hand,
when the volume fraction of carbon (p,) is greater
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Fig. 21. Total conductivities as a function of carbon content ( p, )
at different ionic conductivities of LiUMntO, while the electronic
conductivity of Li,MnZO, is kept at 10 ’ a-’ cm-’ (p, +p,=
50% and p2 = 50%).
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Fig. 22. Ambipolar conductivities as a function of carbon content
(p,) at different ionic conductivities of Li,MnzO, while the
electronic conductivity of Li,Mn>O, is kept at lo-‘ K’ cm-’
(p, +p,=50%
and p2=50%).

than l/6, the polymer electrolyte phase becomes
discontinuous
(since p, +p, >2/3 and hence p3 < 1 I
3). Accordingly,
the ambipolar conductivity
of the
composite depends critically on the ionic conductivity of Li,Mn,O,
(a:):
(i) when (~i>lO~’
R- ’ cm- ’ , percolation
in ambipolar
conductivity
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occurs at p, = l/3; (ii) when (T;< lo-’ R-’ cm-‘,
percolation in ambipolar conductivity occurs at p, =
l/6; and (iii) when lo-’
Sz-’ cm-‘<a:<
10e4
K ’ cm- ‘, or when a: = u;, the volume fraction of
carbon (phase 1) has little effect on the ambipolar
conductivity.

gf
gk

j
4. Summary
Resistor network analysis has led to a general
equation for predicting the ionic, electronic,
and
ambipolar transport behavior of a composite MIEC
consisting of any number of randomly-distributed
phases. For a three-dimensional,
two-phase composite MIEC, the percolation threshold is found at l/3
volume fraction of the more conductive phase. The
ambipolar conductivity
is relatively high when the
volume fraction of each phase is within the range of
l/3 to 2/3. This is because within this range both
phases are continuous.
This has been used as a
guidance in developing dense membranes of metalceramic composite mixed conductors. For a multiphase composite, the percolation threshold varies.
For a porous metal-ceramic
composite, the percolation threshold increases with porosity since pores
interrupt the continuity of solid phases. Accordingly,
the range of volume fractions over which high
ambipolar conductivities
are expected narrows with
porosity. Therefore, the porosity and the relative
volume fractions of the two solid phases should be
carefully controlled in order to maintain the continuity of both solid phases and hence to achieve high
ambipolar conductivities.
For a three-phase composite electrode based on Li,Mn,O,,
the ambipolar
conductivity depends strongly on the volume fraction
of the three phases and the conductivities
of the
Li,Mn,O,
phase in the composite. High ambipolar
conductivity
can be achieved by increasing
the
conductivities
of Li,Mn,O,
and by tailoring the
volume fractions of the three phases.

5. List of symbols
C
GAB

I
GAB

geometric factor, cm
conductance
of the effective network as
measured at nodes A and B, s1-’
conductance of the effective network with-

j,

10
'k
N
P
Pk
c
P2
s

K
L
AVl6.x

‘k

Y
Z
CT
amb

65-84

out the resistor between A and B, as
measured at nodes A and B, R-’
conductance of a fictitious resistor, a-’
conductance of resistor k in the composite
network, Q-’
conductance
of a resistor in the effective
network, R- ’
current density, A/cm’
electronic current density or current density
due to the motion of electronic species,
A/cm*
current introduced at node A and extracted
at node B in Fig. I, A
fictitious current, A
number of resistors in an arbitrary direction
in each network, dimensionless
porosity of a metal-ceramic
composite,
dimensionless
volume fraction of phase k, dimensionless
critical volume fraction of phase 2 at the
percolation point
(Z/2) - 1
change in voltage drop upon resistor g, due
to current i,, V
potential drop from one node to its nearest
neighbor, V
potential gradient in the direction of current
flow, V/cm
relative volume fraction of phase k in a
pore-free, two-phase composite, dimensionless
In a,
coordination number
ambipolar
conductivity
of a composite,
W’ cm-’
effective electronic conductivity, R- ’ cm - ’
conductivity of phase k, K ’ cm-’
partial conductivity
of ionic species under
suppressed transport of electronic species,
K’ cm-’
effective
conductivity
of a composite,
K’ cm-’
effective
electronic
conductivity
of a
composite, K ’ cm _ ’
effective ionic conductivity of a composite,
K’ cm-’
total
conductivity
of
a
composite,
K’ cm-’
(a: - a,)/~~, dimensionless
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maximum, i.e., dyldp,#O and a*y/dpi=O.
ingly, Eq. (A-3) can be reduced to,

6. Abbreviations
MIEC
YSB
YSZ
SOFC
PEO
EMPT
LSCF

mixed ionic-electronic
conductor
yttria-stabilized
bismuth oxide
yttria-stabilized
zirconia
solid oxide fuel cell
polyethylene oxide
effective medium percolation theory
La,Jr,Co,_,Fe,O,

2se’g

= - (1 + ~)(a, - a*).

Inserting
1+s

(u, - a&-,~,

se’-” + (~zp, + a,p,

U2Pl

(otherwise there will be no percolation
p, and p2 must satisfy

+ (TIP2 - Sfl,P,

- su, p, - su2pp2)ey - a, u2
(A-1)

Differentiating
both sides of Eq. (A-l) with respect
to pz and recognizing dp, I dp, = - 1 and e ’ ZO, we
have
+ (1 + s)(u, + u2)e’ + (u2p, + 0, pz

=-

(2)(fZ-l)o,-o,
Z

u, - a*

2

($->

+

2se’T

a*Y

.

l/3,

Z= 6(3-D),

l/2,

Z = 4 (2-D),
Z=2(1-D),

{ 1,
and when u, > >a?,

1 -;=

(A-7)
Clearly,

(A-8)

Eq. (A-7) becomes

2/3,

Z = 6 (3-D),

l/2,

Z=4(2-D),

(A-9)

Z=2(1-D).

(A-2)

= 0.

The effective conductivity
critical point is given by
UI u2

f-

-

2

.

of the composite

at the

(A-10)

+ (1 + s)(u, - Uz)-$

aP2

References

2

(fl*P,

2

1 0,

ay
- SU2P2);lp,

1
p;=lt-s=Z=

urn,=

+

(‘4-6)

su, - uz

It can be verified that dyldp,#O at p2=pi.
when u, K u2, Eq. (A-7) becomes

p;=

Differentiating
both sides of Eq. (A-2) with respect
to pz, we have

2

- SU2P2 = 0

at the percolation point.
Note that p, +p2 = 1, then the critical point for the
percolation is

= 0.

2se”

- qp2K”

p’2 = 1 + s u, - uz

In general, the percolation threshold for a twophase composite can be determined as follows: Let
y=lnum
ands=(Z/2)-l,then
um==eY,Z=2(1+s).
Eqs. (17a), (17b) can be rewritten as

- S@,P,

- SU,P,

(A-5)

1

A

+ u,pr

0.

Since u, #a,
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(A-4)

Eq. (A-4) into Eq. (A-2) yields

(---->
2s
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+ ‘+IP2 - su,

p, - su2p2)%

= 0.

aP:

(A-3)
Note that at a percolation

point, ldy18pzI reaches the
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